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Introduction
At the end of 2019, almost 27 cases having the same 

symptoms pneumonia identi ied in Wuhan city in China, arose 
from the Human Seafood Wholesale market [1-3]. Only after 
the investigation by Chinese of icials, it was con irmed that 
the cluster and symptomology have been associated with the 
Novel Coronavirus 19, and WHO gave the of icial name as 
COVID-19 [4]. After the phylogeny and homology analysis of 
COVID-19, it is con irmed that the COVID-19 is very closely 
associated with Bat origin SARS-CoV (88% identity) [5-7]. 
On 11, March 2020, WHO declared the COVID-19 infection 
as pandemic and up-to-date of 15 April 2020, 2.034 million 
infected patients all over the world spreading in over 180 
countries with a total 129,951 (6.3%) deaths and total 496,562 
(24.4%) recovered  [8].

To date most of the patients who are infected with this 
virus develop mild symptoms such as sore, dry cough, 
fever, and throat [9]. Most of the cases resolved easily but 

some cases due to multiple complications, develop the fatal 
reactions including septic shock, severe pneumonia, ARDS 
(Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome), organ failure and 
pulmonary edema [6,10-12]. Most of these patients either 
have some history with diabetes, endocrine, respiratory and 
cardiovascular issues, or have a weak immune system and 
these patients require intensive care support [13-17]. So, 
far there is no speci ic, proven or effective pharmaceutical 
treatment available [12,17-21]. The aim of this review is to 
gather the latest data available regarding COVID-19 infection 
and its relation to many disorders which cause serious 
condition patients, so further research will be performed 
[11,22]. 

Methodology
The information for the article was collected by two 

sources, of line and online. Both of the sources proved useful, 
practical, and bene icial for collecting data. The irst type of 
sources (of line sources) includes the diversity of relevant 
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books from the library, the proceeding of seminars and the 
abstract booklets of the conferences. The second type of 
source is an online source which is mostly contain digital 
data from the internet. This type of data includes the original 
research articles, scienti ic reports, published review articles, 
of icial websites of different organization and newsletters in 
well-known reputed journals. A total of 119 Articles (including 
review and original) were retrieved from the google scholar, 
sciences direct and other scienti ic data search engines. A 
good variety of reputed and trustworthy publishers was also 
used to collect the data. A large proportion was collected from 
Elsevier and Willy’s online library. Different keywords like 
SARS CoV-2, Pregnancy effect of COVID-19, Cardiovascular 
disorder and COVID-19, Phylogenetics relations, Transmission 
procedure, epidemiology and other keywords were used so 
that only relevant data can be collected with little effort and to 
obtain time ef iciency. Some of the reputed impacts factored 
journals like “The Lancet”, “International Journal of Infectious 
Diseases”, “Jama” and “Nat Med” were explored to gather 
relevant valuable information for this article.

Some valuable research articles haven’t open access to the 
readers. Such articles were requested for full-length free PDF 
form by the UVAS (the University of Veterinary and Animal 
Sciences, Lahore) E-library to the corresponding journals 
and publishers. This sponsor aided the writer a lot to obtain 
a well-shaped review article. After collecting and arranging 
all the data for the review paper, it was further proofread by 
all of the co-authors and necessary changes were made. The 
information collected from online sources were rephrased to 
avoid plagiarism concerns.

Novel coronavirus structure and genomic analysis

Coronaviridae is the family of viruses that mostly found 
within ish, birds as well as mammals [10,23]. The molecular 
characterization of the coronavirus was made in 1960. In 
Himalayan palm civets, the irstly discovered [24]. Respiratory 
infection is the major disease caused by this virus especially 
in children and older-aged (above 60 years) [21]. The virus 
contains 29 unique additional nucleotides that are not found 
in humans. Later, the same type of virus was being isolated 
from horseshoe bats [25,26]. If the bat-SARS-CoV genome 
is being added by 29 base pairs extra then this will make a 
similar virus structure that is responsible for the COVID-19 in 
humans [26]. WHO classi ied COVID-19 as a 2B group further 
divides as β CoV [16]. Ten samples of COVID-19 from different 
patients were collected and sequenced which showed that 
it is 99.98% similarity between them [6,27]. The very irst 
discovered coronavirus was the Infectious bronchitis virus 
(IBV) and it was isolated from a chick embryo in 1937 [28]. 
Later, in the 1960s, the two more types of coronaviruses 
were discover named human coronavirus 229E (HCoV-
229E) and human coronavirus OC43 (HCoV-OC43] [29,30]. 
There are basically three groups of coronaviruses named 
groups 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Groups 1 and 2 contain the 

9 mammalian coronaviruses and group 3 includes the avian 
coronavirus [25,26]. Up to 2008, during the SARS epidemic, 
there are 16 more coronaviruses were sequenced as a whole 
genome. This includes the two worldwide spreading human 
coronaviruses, which are (HCoV-NL63] and HCoV-HKU1 [18, 
31-38]. The 10 more coronaviruses in mammals which are 
bat-CoV 512/2005bat-CoV HKU8, bat-CoV HKU9, bat-CoV 1A, 
equine coronavirus, bat-CoV HKU5 and four coronaviruses 
in birds [15,16,35-40]. furthermore, this is divided into two 
more subgroups in group 2 coronavirus that is 2c and 2d and 
similarly two subgroups in group 3 coronavirus which are 3b 
and 3c [25,32,35,41,42].

SARS CoV-2

The phylogenetic tree of RNA-dependent RNA polymerases 
(Pol) obtaining from 10 different coronaviruses using whole 
sequenced genome that were available before SARS (panel 
A). These complete genomes were sequenced until the end 
of 2008 (panel B). The tree was constructed by using the 
option of the Neighbor-joining method using Kimura’s two-
parameter correction command. The bootstrap value was 
being set at 1000 trees as shown in igure 1. 

By interpreting the phylogenetic tree, it was revealed 
that the SARS COV-2 is from to genus beta-coronavirus that 
includes SARS CoV which can infect human, bat, and wild 
animals.  SARS COV-2 is classi ied as the 7th member of the 
coronavirus family. It particularly has the tendency to infect 
humans and it included in the orthocoronavirinae subfamily. 
SARS COV2 (responsible for pandemic COVID-19] forms a 
clade lies the subgenus sarbecovirus [10,23]. The prevalence 
of greater similarity of the ACE2 receptor showed the 
evidence that this virus is from the bat origin. It means the 
animal species can be the host of this virus, most probably, 
for COVID-19 infection [43]. The ORF (open reading frame) 
of this virus is at gene number 8 that is also heavy evidence of 
its origin from the bat. Another indicator that SARS COV-2 has 
the bat origin is the resemblance of an amino acid sequence of 
the receptor-binding domain with SARS-CoV [13,44].

Figure 1: Phylogenetic analysis of RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (Pol) of the 
10 coronaviruses with complete genome sequences available before SARS (panel 
A), and that of all coronaviruses with complete genome sequences available by the 
end of 2008 (panel B) [17].
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Phylogenetic analyses of coronavirus and comparison 
with other strains

SARS COV2 has a great value of resemblance to the Bat-
CoV RaTG13 which was isolated from the bats in the Yunnan 
Province of China. RaTG13 is the closest to the sequence of 
SARS COV2, almost throughout the genome. It has almost 
96.35 % homology (p -distance: 0.0369). As it has a concern 
with 5’-part of the complete genome, irst 10,901 nucleotides 
within alignment, which are related to the 11,498 nucleotides 
of the prototype strain (NC_045512]. The phylogeny revealed 
that the 3’-part of the genome at the position of 22,831-
27,933 (24,341-30,696 nucleotides in the NC_045512), 2019-
nCoV and RaTG13 lies in a common cluster with coronavirus 
sequences related to Bat SARS. As the middle part of the 
genome is a concern, the region spanning the 3’-end of the 
ORF1b, ORF1a, and somehow the half of the spike regions 
[10,901-22,830 nucleotides in the alignment or 11,499-
24,340 of the NC_045512], 2019-nCoV and RaTG13 grouped 
in a separate distant lineage lies in the sarbecovirus clade.

Unlikely, in the middle region, there a no similarities 
found between the 2019-nCoV and RaTG13 with relation to 
Bat-SARS-like coronavirus genome sequences. Moreover, the 
BLAST search of the genome of 2019-nCoV was carried out 
from the middle fragments, which elucidated that the middle 
portion is dissimilar with respect to previously sequenced 
coronaviruses. The sequence comparison revealed that 
there is 88% – 92% similarity of nucleotide between SARS-
CoV-related coronaviruses isolated from horseshoe bats and 
human/civet SARS-CoV. The most important part of the study 
revealed that the spike (S) proteins of a bat as well as of human 
viruses were found that there is 78% – 80% homology of the 
nucleotide sequence [25,26,41,45].

An independent novel group of human CoVs (HCoVs) was 
classi ied besides the existing two groups in 2004. Molecular 
characterization, molecular epidemiology, clinical characters, 
and whole-genome sequence of unique group 2 were reported 
in 2005 [13,25,26,31,44]. Further studies on coronavirus 
led the scientist to ind 9 more coronaviruses consist of two 

new subgroups of coronaviruses named groups 2c and 2d 
[16,37,38,46]. Moreover, it was revealed from a study that 
SARS-COV-2 has 80% homology with already existing human 
coronavirus [6,47]. While doing basic research, it was revealed 
by the evolutionary tree that SARS-CoV-2 has a very close 
relation to the other groups of SARS-coronaviruses [6]. But 
new researches con irmed that there is a signi icant difference 
between SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2.

One of the major differences is the lack of 8a protein as 
well as variability in the amino acid count in 8b as well as 
in 3c protein in SARS-CoV-2. The studies revealed that the 
phenomena of homologous recombination change the spike 
glycoprotein in the coronavirus strain of Wuhan city. Bat 
SARS-CoV and an unknown Beta-CoV protein combined to 
form glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 60). In a study based on 
luorescent technique, it has been con irmed that the SARS-

CoV-2 and the SARS-CoV have a common receptor ACE2 
(angiotensin-converting enzyme 2) receptor of a cell and 
shared the mode of entrance in a host [48,49]. The binding 
af inity for ACE2 can be increased by just single nucleotide 
polymorphism in SARS-CoV-2’s Spike protein.

In a study phylogenetic analysis helicase as seen in igure 
2, S protein, 3CLpro, Pol and N of bat-CoV HKU4, bat-CoV 
HKU9, bat-CoV HKU5, and other coronaviruses was carried 
out by maximum likelihood method with respect to pairwise 
amino acid identities. All genes including bat-CoV HKU5, 
bat-CoV, HKU4, and bat-CoV HKU9 have a high value of 
similarities as compared to group 2 coronaviruses. In the next 
step, it was compared with group 1 and group 3 coronaviruses 
repressively. The constructed trees showed that all strains of 
bat-CoV HKU5, bat-CoV HKU4, and recently discovered strains 
were made the same clade.

In all trees, the bootstrap value was set as 1000 which 
resulted in the formation of the novel subgroup. This 
subgroup was containing the four-strain of bat-CoV HKU4 and 
all were found clustered at the same clade with the recently 
known strain explained in igure 3 (BtCoV/133/05) [50,51]. 
And the strains of bat-CoV HKU5 made a different clade by 

Figure 2: Phylogenetic analysis of RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (Pol) of the 10 coronaviruses with complete genome sequences available before SARS (panel A), 
and that of all coronaviruses with complete genome sequences available by the end of 2008 (panel B) [17].
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the formation of two additional sub-lineages. Moreover, 
the ive trees of all strains of batCoV HKU9 formed a single 
common cluster and in all trees, the bootstrap values were 
taken as 1,000. This resulted in the formation of another new 
subgroup. The group 2b coronaviruses and the strains of the 
bat-CoV HKU9 subgroup were found very close to each other 
as compared to all others. There were two distinct groups 
were thought to be in existence as group 2c and group 2d.

The phylogenetic comparison was carried out between 
helicase (Hel), spike (S), RNA polymerase (Pol), chymotrypsin-
like protease (3CLpro), bat-HKU9, bat-CoV HKU4, bat-CoV 
HKUS nucleocapsid (N). By using neighbor-joining methods 
with 1000 bootstraps value and Juke-cantor correction, 
the tree was contrasted. After evaluating results, the 3CL, 
helicase, Pol, S, and N came at amino position 327, 609, 949, 
1661, and 582. The scale bar is showing the estimated number 
of changes per 10 amino acids [17,40].

The 22 CoV HKU1 strains of coronaviruses contained the 
size ranging from 29,295 to 30,097 nucleotides. And the GC 

contents percentage is almost 32. It is con irmed from the 
studies that all 22 CoV HKU1 strains have the same genome 
structuring. Phylogenetic analysis was carried out between 
sequences of putative polypeptide genes and some proteins 
such as conserved nsp3 portions, nsp2, nsp1 [A1pp, PL1pro, 
HD, and PL2pro], M, N E, nsp12-nsp16, nsp4-nsp10, S and ORF4 
HE of CoV HKU1 strains. The three clusters are being formed 
in 18/24 trees by overall 22 CoV strains with having named 
genotype C (6 strains), Genotype B (3 strains), genotype A 
(13 strains). The ive trees made by using nsp1, nsp2, PL1pro, 
PL2pro, and HD, which contained very little difference and the 
nsp10 tree, in which two genotypes A strains, N1 and N3, were 
made a clustered with genotype C strains. The sequences 
of putative transcription regulatory motif which are 5-A 
AUCUAAAC-3 (as in mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) and bovine 
coronavirus) [15,32,52] or alternatively, 5-UAAAUCUAAA 
C-3, were seemed at the 3 ends of the leader sequence and 
preceded each translated Open Reading Frame except ORF5 
which are found in the genome of the CoV HKU1 genotype A 
strain which can be instituted by all CoV genomes. The IRES 

 

                                  

Figure 3: The bootstrap value was set as 1000 which resulted in the formation of the novel subgroup. This subgroup was containing the four-strain of bat-CoV HKU4 and 
all were found clustered at the same clade with the recently known strain  [17].
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(Internal ribosomal entry site) [26,36] have the same ORF 
envelope protein in genotype B strains in all 3 genomes while 
in genotype A have AUUUAUUGUUUGG instead genotype C 
strain have the UUUUAUCGCUUGG.

However, both sequences have somehow similarity to the 
IRES element, UUUUAUUCUUUUU, in MHV. The repeating 
sequences of 30 base pairs acidic tandem repeat (ATR) in the 
N terminus of nsp3 were varied in 22 genome sequences at 
the upstream of PL1pro. The encodes NDDEDVVTGD, as well 
as different numbers of imperfect repeats, were found the 
30-base pair tandem repeats in all of 22 genomes which were 
studies. The imperfect repeats showed a median of 2 ranging 
from 1 to 4. On the other hand, the perfect repeats bear the 
median number of 11.5 ranging from the 2 to 17 in the copes of 
30 base pairs. The 10 CoV HKU1 strains bearing not complete 
repeats having imperfect repeats of 1.4 and 4.4, were from the 
genotype A [10,15,36].

In a study, a total of 53 SARS-CoV-2 complete sequences 
documented up to February 3, 2020, were studied. There was 
a clear indication of the relation of sample collecting time 
and the mutation pattern of SAR-COV-2. It was analyzed by 

phylogenetic analysis that the virus that was found in Wuhan 
(China) was introduced in December 2019. In this analysis, 
Bayesian and maximum likelihood phylogenetic methods 
were used to construct the tree and found that the epidemic 
doubling time of virus was almost 7 days. The exact epidemic 
size of SARS-Cov-19 is not still known with available data. The 
studies show secondary infection has heterogeneity in the 
values of secondary infections and the data shows the high 
level of dispersion in the case of COVID-19 [53]. The previously 
identi ied coronaviruses (SARS-like bat CoV) in humans and 
SARS-Cov-2 has almost 80% similarities in their genetic 
makeup [32]. There are four main proteins that form the 
structure of coronavirus that includes S protein forms petal-
shaped surface projection; other proteins encode envelope (E 
protein); a membrane glycoprotein and a nucleocapsid protein 
that forms a complex with RNA. The genes are known as Spike 
(S), envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) genes.  
The largest gene in SARS-CoV-2 is orf1ab. This gene encodes 
pp1ab protein as well as 15 nsps. The orf1a gene that encodes 
pp1a protein and 10 nsps [38,54-56]. The evolutionary tree 
the novel coronavirus has greater resemblance with the group 
of SARS-coronaviruses [6,48].

Figure 4: Phylogenetic tree of coronaviruses (content in red is the latest addition of newly emerged SARS-CoV-2 and WSFMP Wuhan-Hu-1 is used as a reference in the tree) [12].
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Phylogenetic tree of novel coronaviruses

Phylogenetic analysis of coronaviruses was carried out in 
which the novel SARS-CoV-2 and WSFMP Wuhan-Hu-1 are 
taken as a reference showed in red color as shown in igure 
4. The tree is showing the relation of Wuhan-Hu-1 (indicated 
as red) and other selected coronaviruses. The whole-genome 
sequences were used in this tree. The viruses were categorized 
into four types (prototype shown): Alpha-coronavirus (sky 
blue), Beta-coronavirus (pink), Gamma-coronavirus (green), 
and Delta-coronavirus (light blue). Subgroup clusters can be 
seen as 1a and 1b for the Alpha-coronavirus and 2a, 2b and 2c, 
and 2d for the Beta-coronavirus. The tree was reconstructed 
from earlier published trees of Coronaviruses with maximum 
likelihood method using MEGA 7.2 software) [49,57,58]. SARS- 
related coronavirus (SARSr- CoV); the Middle East respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus (MERS- CoV); Severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus (SARS- CoV); Wuhan seafood market 
pneumonia (Wuhan-Hu-1]; porcine enteric diarrhea virus 
(PEDV). Bat CoV RaTG13 Showed high sequence identity to 
SARS-CoV-2 [59].

Pets with COVID-19

A pet dog in Hong Kong was tested positive with COVID-19 
on February 26th, 2020. And one day earlier on 25th, the owner 
of the dog was also reported positive for COVID-19. In both, 
the genetic makeup of the virus was found almost similar. This 
became a mystery that whether the disease was transferred 
from owner to dog or dog to owner.  After hospitalization 
both, dog and owner were tested negative after the required 
quarantine period. But just two days after the discharge from 
the hospital, the dog was found dead. This dilemma made the 
scientist curious about the cause of death. Only one answer 
was given by some animal welfare experts that the reason 
for death was the stress during quarantine and maybe being 
separated from the owner [60]. But this is still a debatable 
topic. 

Furthermore, according to the World Health Organization, 
Centre for Disease Control and Prevention and World 
Organization for Animal Health has reported on the 2nd of April, 
2020 that there is negligible evince found for the transmission 
of COVID-19 from pets to humans. But still, all organizations 
advised staying separate from the pets until the inalization of 
research. The SARS COV-2 is the animal origin virus so animals 
are thought to be an ef icient host of the virus [61].

In a recent report published on April 6, 2020, the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Veterinary 
Services Laboratories has con irmed the irst positive case of 
COVID-19 in the tiger. The tiger was kept in the zoo in New 
York. Many other lions and large cats were showing the same 
symptoms but still not tested positive. Authorities con irmed 
that the virus was transferred from a worker (having 
COVID-19 positive) to the tiger. But still, research is ongoing 
to solve this situation [62]. 

It is reported that SARS-CoV-2 replicates poorly in dogs, 
pigs, chickens, and ducks, but ef iciently in ferrets and cats. 
It was found in studies that the virus transmits in cats via 
respiratory droplets [60]. 

The Mustela furo and Felis domesticus are more susceptible 
to SARS COV infections. And these types of viruses can be 
transmitted from one animal to another or to the humans who 
are living together in homes (pet owners) [63]. 

On the other hand, a study was conducted to elucidate 
whether the Middle East respiratory syndrome (MES) can be 
transmitted from camel to humans or not. The serum samples 
were analyzed. A total of 191 human samples were collected 
with different levels of time exposure with the infected herd. 
This study concluded that transmission of the virus is very 
rare from camel to humans [64].

Transmission and epidemiology

This SARS-CoV-2 is a β-coronavirus, non-segmented 
positive RNA virus, enveloped, belongs to Orthocoronavirinae 
subfamily. The division of CoV is done in four groups, including 
α−/ β−/γ−/δ-CoV. α- and β-CoV capable of causing infection to 
mammals, while the δ- and γ-CoV cause infection in birds [65]. 
There is a total of six CoVs have identi ied and among them 
two SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV conduct a severe and serious 
fatal respiratory infection [66,67]. After genome sequencing, 
the SARS-CoV-2 found to 96.2% identical and similar to bat 
CoV RaTG13, while for SARS-CoV it was 79.5% [68,69]. Getting 
the details of the virus genome, the results clearly show that 
the suspected natural host of this virus origin is Bat, but the 
transmission of a human through intermediate host which is 
still unknown. After researching, the phenomena are clear that 
SARS-CoV-2 use angiotensin-converting enzyme 2(ACE2), the 
receptor is the same for an existing outbreak from the same 
Coronavirus to cause infection to human [65-67]. 

On 12 December 2019, the epidemic outbreak arose having 
acute respiratory symptomology from Wuhan, China in a 
seafood market [70,71]. Multiple studies had been performed 
to check and trace the potential source and found that the 
potential, thou no evidence was found but the fact the bat host 
variety of CoVs including MERS-CoV and SERS-CoV [72]. After 
the genome sequence analysis and 96.3% match give us some 
insight that human SARS-CoV-2 and bat CoV might share the 
same ancestry. Besides, the protein sequence analysis gives 
more details possibility about the intermediate host which 
might be pangolin, turtles, and snacks [65,73].

Besides the animal to humans, there is human to the human 
transmission which makes this outbreak from epidemic to 
pandemic. As the virus cause acute respiratory infection and 
multiply in the respiratory tract, so during breathing it transfer 
the infection to a nearby person. SARS-CoV-2 is an airborne 
virus, transmit between family members, friends, colleagues, 
who make contact with incubation carrier or patients [67]. 
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During this outbreak, 72.3% of patients spread the virus from 
Wuhan to other state and 31.3% of patients traveled and 
spread this virus to the whole Wuhan region and outside to 
it. The transmission of COVID-19 from patients to healthcare 
workers with 3.8% as data stated by NHC china. Till April 15, 
2020 total of 82,295 con irmed cases were reported with a 
mortality rate of 4% and total recovered patients of 77,816 
[94%). The transmission of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV was 
mainly nosocomial, while for SARS-CoV-2 transmission route 
is direct contact, through respiratory droplets from sneezing 
and coughing [67,72].

Per epidemiology, the numbers of cases which is provided 
by WHO Health Emergency Dashboard [15 April 2020, 10:00 
CET), the overall number rose over 2.034 million infected 
patient all over the world spreading in over 180 countries 
with total 129,951 (6.3%) deaths and total 496,562 (24.4%) 
recovered. Among these numbers, the United States of America 
has the highest number of cases which is 578,268 with 23,476 
deaths (4%), Spain with [177,633], Italy [165,155] and France 
[143,303] and every day, the number of the infection rose in 
the whole world. However, with so modern technology, the 
transmission and source of SARS-CoV-2 remain elusive [8,20].

Symptoms of COVID-19

The disease caused by the novel coronavirus (SARS-
Cov-19] sometimes shows some symptoms and sometimes 
there is no symptom found in active cases. Almost 1% of 
patients showed no proper symptoms of this disease [7]. Still, 
there are some symptoms that are noted from the diagnosis of 
patients. The clinical symptoms are mostly characterized by 
shortness and dif iculty inbreeding. Furthermore, there is an 
infection in an upper and lower respiratory tract is noted with 
complete organ failure. Dyspnea, malaise, high fever, and dry 
cough are also seen in the patients of COVID-19 [5]. 

The illness is characterized by some following stages and 
their symptoms: For mild stage, illness is characterized by no 
sign of pneumonia and other serious illnesses like diarrhea 
and dyspnea. But the other symptoms include infection of an 
upper respiratory tract, fever, dry cough, sore throat, nasal 
discharge, sneezing, pain in muscles and headache sometimes 
[4,25]. In China, there were 81% of such cases were calculated. 

In moderate illness, some patients showed symptoms 
of respiratory infections along with tachypnea, especially in 
children. There were no signs of pneumonia found in this type 
of patient. 

In this serious illness, infection of respiratory along with 
dyspnea was found. High fever, hypoxia, and severe dyspnea 
were characterized by such patients. Some symptoms of 
cyanosis were also found in children.  

While the critical condition of COVID-19 patients, failure of 
the respiratory trach, septic shock, and lung collapse is seen. 

Pulmonary edema and severe shortness of breath are also 
characterized. In this case organs, failure can also be seen. 
Reduce urination, high level of bilirubin, high lactate level, 
acidosis and thrombocytopenia were also observed [4,20,25]. 

Cardiovascular disease and COVID-19

Till now what we know, is that the mortality rate of this 
COVID-19 is very high in older individual’s i.e. older people 
underlying diseases, including Cardiovascular, respiratory 
and diabetic disease. However, some younger people’s death 
had been acknowledged after being hospitalized. Patients 
with long-term coronary artery disease, atherosclerotic 
disease, congenital heart disease, and cardiovascular diseases 
have a high level of risk of developing an acute infection 
as we have seen in MERS and In luenza [5,71]. Such acute 
coronary happening results in the severity and increase in 
myocardial demands activated by infections which cause 
injury to myocardial muscles and cause type 2 myocardial 
infarction and the circulating cytokines released in between 
the infection and stress conditioning could lead to plaque 
rupture and instability. Beside the COVID-19 infections, some 
other factor elevates the CVD (cardiovascular disorder) such 
as diabetes, immune function, dysregulated immunological 
status, hyperlipidemia impact [74,75]. 

Cardiovascular disease was a common disease and 
comorbidity in patients with COVID-19 predecessor in 
SARS and MERS. While in SARS, the existence of this CVD 
is 8%, and DM (Diabetes Mellitus) is 11% and both these 
comorbidity combine will increase the death risk twelve-
fold [29,72,73,76]. In MERS, the DM and HTN (Hypertension) 
cases were almost 50% while it decreases so far in COD-19 to 
30% [72]. The SARS-CoV has similar myocardial damage and 
pathogenicity which is caused by viruses surely increase the 
complexity and dif iculty in understanding the patient and its 
treatment. Among the irst 41 infected people with COVID-19, 
5 are associated with myocardial injury, which demonstrated 
an increase in the quantity of level High sensitivity cardiac 
troponin I (hs-cTnI). Among 5, 4 people got admitted to ICU 
which demonstrates the intense myocardial injury nature. 
While the patient blood level is signi icantly higher in ICU 
patients compared to non-ICU patients. 

There are two articles published in JAMA cardiology 
published by two different academic hospitals in Wuhan, 
China which is the starting point or epicenter of Coronavirus 
pandemic, provide the concept and understanding of the 
novel COVID-19 and its association with the myocardial injury 
[77, 78]. The 416 hospitalized patient COVID-19 positive 
con irmed, among them 82 [19.7%) showing myocardial 
injury have a highly elevated level of sensitivity of Troponin 
I (TnI). Myocardial injured patients have a higher mortality 
rate in hospitals [42 of 82 people [51.2%)) compared to those 
who do not mortality rate [15 of 335 [4.5%)) but among those 
myocardial injured patients, those who have higher TnI level 
have more mortality rate [78].
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A very similar observation has been made by [78] in 187 
con irmed COVID-19 hospitalized patients, along with 52 
patients who had myocardial injury have a very high Troponin 
T (TnT) level. The mortality rate of this elevated TnT patient is 
59.6% [31 of 52] compared to normal TnT level patients which 
are 8.9% [12 of 135]. Besides this observation, the patients 
who had cardiovascular disease with elevated TnT levels had 
a higher mortality rate in 25 of 36 [69.4%) in comparison to 
without prior cardiovascular disease, there is some elevation 
in TnT level in 6 of 16 [37.5%). The author provided an 
insight that observation of the TnT level associated with 
C-reactive protein level and N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic 
peptide (NT-proBNP) which directly linked to ventricular 
dysfunction and in lammation severity. The available shows 
that there is a liberal increase in the NT-proBNP and TnT both 
levels in patients who are being hospitalized and followed 
a course to death whereas those with a favorable outcome 
with successful treatment, less severe illness and hospital 
discharge shows stable biomarker levels. [77] reported 
that patients which at the verge of myocardial injury risk 
as assessed by TnT or TnI level are mostly older and have 
higher coronary artery disease, hypertension, diabetes, and 
heart failure compared to those who had normal TnT or TnI 
level. Besides this hypertension and diabetes, the myocardial 
injured patients had more systematic in lammation i.e. higher 
C-reactive protein, procalcitonin and greater leukocyte counts 
and other biomarkers such as myoglobin, high creatine kinase 
and NT-proBNP. The patients con irmed with COVID-19 and 
myocardial injury show clear evidence of acute respiratory 
syndrome, the need for mechanical ventilators and required 
ICU treatment. This whole study gives us a clear image that 
con irmed COVID-19 patients with existed diabetics and 
myocardial injury have higher acuity of illness and develop a 
higher mortality rate in the short term [78].

In another research taken place in Wuhan, 138 patients 
con irmed with COVID-19, due to severe conditioning of 36 
patients, were treated in ICU [14]. The patients in ICU have 
higher myocardial injury compared to those who are not 
treated in ICU (CK-MB level 18U/I vs 14U/I, TnI level 11.0 
pg/ml vs 5.1 pg/ml), results suggest that those ICU patients 
have a higher myocardial injury.  In con irmed COVID-19 
patients, some patients went for cardiovascular symptoms of 
chest tightness and heart palpitation to the doctor, later on, 
found positive for COVID-19 [14]. Among the people who died 
of COVID-19, NHC (National Health Commission of China) 
stated that 11.8% of the patient without any prior CVD had 
a cardiac arrest, heart damage, and disorder of the immune 
system during hospitalization [14]. Therefore, in COVID-19 
patients and the CVD symptoms frequency was high, due to 
immune response disorder and acute in lammatory response. 
The acute myocardial injury mechanism is might be due to 
ACE2, as it is widely present and expressed not only in the 
cardiovascular system also in the respiratory system, and it 
might have some heart injury role [79,80]. 

SARS-CoV-2 and ACE2

ACE-2 (Angiotensin-converting enzymes 2] is 
aminopeptidase membrane-bounded enzymes that have a 
very important role in immune and cardiovascular systems 
[75]. ACE2 involved in the development of hypertension, heart 
function, and diabetes mellitus. Besides that, ACE2 identi ied 
as the important receptor site for coronaviruses including 
SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 [81-83]. The infection of COVID-19 
activates ACE2 binding to the virus, which expressed majorly 
in lungs and hearts, so far that the COVID-19 majorly causes 
the respiratory infection and symptoms by invading the 
alveolar epithelium [81]. These symptoms of the respiratory 
infection get more severe with the patients having CVD, 
which might connect to the extra secretion of ACE2 compared 
to normal patients [84]. The ACE2 level arti icially can be 
increased by the utilization of renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 
system inhibitors [84,85]. Given the information keep in mind 
about the ACE2 as it is a functional receptor for the COVID-19, 
antihypertension therapy should be observed with potential 
side effects and safety of patients [86,87].  Whether patients 
with COVID-19 and hypertension who are taking an ACE 
inhibitor or angiotensin-receptor blocker should switch to 
another antihypertensive drug [76,81]. 

The SARS-CoV-2 might infect the host by the ACE2 to cause 
infection of COVID-19 along causing myocardial damage, the 
thought mechanism of this infection is not clear. The patient 
with COVID-19 and CVD has an adverse prognosis, with a high 
risk of mortality and morbidity and the proper diagnosis and 
treatment should be done for these patients [76]. 

Pregnancy and COVID-19

At the end of 2019, the Novel coronavirus disease outbreak 
has become epidemic for china and now pandemic for the 
whole world, as per today 6th April, 1.275 Million has been 
infected with this novel virus among which 70,000 people died 
due to this virus (world meter site) [88]. During this outbreak, 
one of the major concerns related to pregnant women and 
neonatal babies. As the outbreak spread and unfolds, the 
control and prevention among pregnant women of COVID-19, 
and its vertical transmission risk have a major concern and 
issue [89]. More Evidence and study needed to develop and 
establish effective management and preventives and clinical 
strategies [90-92].

During Pregnancy, there is a change in physiological in their 
cardiopulmonary and immune system which makes pregnant 
women more likely to develop and host this virus and develop 
this severe infection [93,94]. Besides the image of this COVID-19 
infection on women, there are some debates and concerns 
de ining the potential effects on newborn and neonatal outcome 
and due to this factor, pregnant women need special attention 
to diagnosis, prevention, and management [94].

During in luenza A H1N1 subtype outbreak, pregnant 
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women hold only 1% while in the death toll, the number 
accounted for 5%. During the outbreak of SARS-CoV (severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus) in 2003, affecting 
more than 8000 persons in almost 26 countries with total 
death of 774, among which 12 pregnant women reported who 
develop this SARS-CoV. Among 12 pregnant women, 3 died 
during pregnancy, 4/7 have miscarriages, 4/5 pregnancies 
have preterm baby birth [95,96]. The pregnant women’s 
conditions infected with the SARS were worse from those who 
are not pregnant [89]. While for MERS which rose in 2012 
starting from Saudi Arabia and spread to 27 countries infecting 
11 pregnant women causing adverse clinical outcomes among 
them. The outcome of this virus on pregnant women includes 
premature delivery, maternal death, prenatal death, and 
intensive newborn baby care treatment [95]. But there is no 
con irmation about the vertical transmission of MERS from 
the infected mother to the baby. Both these viruses SARS and 
MERS responsible and caused severe complications during 
pregnancy and labor, including renal failure, miscarriages, 
prenatal death, endotracheal incubation while interesting 
the COVID-19 impact on pregnant women and newborn baby 
appear too small, and less severe [97].

So, for the analysis reveals that COVID-19 is unlike its 
predecessor strains among pregnant women, 38 pregnant 
women have positive results of COVID-19, no single lead 
to maternal death. And even with COVID-19, there were no 
cases of vertical transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from mothers 
to children. All neonatal specimens tested and the result was 
negative by rt-RCR. So, far this COVID-19 pandemic, there is 
no evidence and case of transplacental transmission during 
labor from mother to neonatal [96].

In Zhong nan Hospital Wuhan, 9 pregnant women with 
an age range from 26-40 with COVID-19 have been reviewed 
by medical staff and the women were tested by rt-PCR kits to 
perform double con irmation [98,99]. Most of these women 
are in 3rd trimester of pregnancy when they got infected with 
COVID-19. The symptoms they had was comprised of cough 
and fever only, with some other symptoms of diarrhea, throat, 
myalgia, malaise, and shortness of breath, with all these no 
chronic disorders, was caused in all pregnant women. The 
Chest scan and data of lab tests indicated that there are some 
numerous patchy shadows in the lung and there is an increase 
in the production of C-reactive protein. The complications of 
pregnancy that come after the onset of CoV infection include 
premature membrane rapture in 2/9 patients and in 2/9 fatal 
distress, but no patient died or developed pneumonia [98].

In Renmin Hospital Wuhan, sixteen pregnant women got 
infected with COVID-19, tested with dual luorescence PCR 
and they got infected during the postpartum or mid-trimester 
period, shows similar indings except only of the women from 
eight other require ventilation and ICU for respiratory acute 
distress syndrome [96]. The results of these 16 pregnant 
women and their infants were compared to 45 pregnant 

women who do not have an infection with the age range from 
24-36 years. The average weight of infants from Infected 
COVID-19 mother was 3.13 kg while for the non-infecting 
infants the average is 3.26 kg, no coherent difference between 
the parity, gravidity, gestational delivery age, intraoperative 
blood loss, and birthweight. While for the pregnant infected 
and non-infected to COVID-19 had no signi icant difference 
in gestational diabetes, premature membrane rupture, fetal 
distress, premature delivery, and other compress sutures. 
Among the mother with COVID-19, 10 infants have no infection 
of COVID-19, while 3 infants have bacterial pneumonia.  These 
observations are also in line with what is being learned from 
COVID-19 pneumonia in pregnancy in other hospitals and 
these observation states that there is no vertical transfer of 
COVID-19 infection to the infant. This lack of transmission of 
maternal-fetal of COVID-19 is consistent with past outbreak 
experience of SARS and MERS happening in pregnant patients 
[96].

The Zheng [88]explained that the receptor angiotensin-
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2] of COVID-19 shows the low level 
of expression in all types of cells of an early maternal-fetal 
interface which explains that there might know cell which is 
susceptible to COVID-19 in the maternal-fetal interface. This 
gives a clear indication that during pregnancy, it cannot lead 
to vertical transmission of transplacental. Though the data is 
limited at present most of the data available is from the third 
trimester, continue collecting data on COVID-19 pregnancy 
infection can enhance understanding of pregnancy disease 
and transplacental vertical transmission [88].

Management of COVID-19 in pregnancy

There are some general principle and ways to manage the 
pregnant women during COVID-19 which includes aggressive 
infections control procedure, isolation, SARS-CoV-2 testing, 
luid overload avoidance, empiric antibiotics, coinfections, 

oxygen therapy if needed, early mechanic ventilation, 
monitoring of uterine and fatal contraction, doctorial team-
based approach with specialty consultation delivery planning 
[24]. The team-based management is suggested for neonatal 
babies and pregnancies managed in the hospital facility and it 
should provide a determination to which to provide optimal 
care. The surveillance will be provided for the early detection 
of the worsening maternal illness and evidence obstetric 
complication are needed [24]. 

To observe the fatal maternal respiratory problem, 
heart rate patterns should be examined [88, 94]. From past 
experience during SARS and MERS, respiratory and heart 
failure might occur in pregnant women and the mechanical 
ventilator won’t support the normal low of oxygen to the body. 
If in case, it happens to pregnant women having COVID-19 
infection, literature provides the ECMO (extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation) potential role in pregnancy [100]. 
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So far, there is no antiviral medicine approved by the US 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat this infection of 
COVID-19, although the huge number of antivirals which was 
formulated for MERS in animals’ model can be evaluated for 
this COVID-19 virus, while the steroids like corticosteroids 
treatment should be avoided as there is no indication about 
these steroids for MERS-CoV clearance [101]. 

Management of neonatal born to mother having 
COVID-19

Due to limited data available about the COVID-19 infection 
and newborn babies and about its evaluations after the labor, 
but comparing with the SARS and MARS, so far there is no case 
that has been identi ied as the maternal to fetal or vertical 
transmission. Data from the recent case series published by 
[19,27,88]. About 45 of 18 women (19 infants) who were 
infected in the 3rd trimester with COVID-19, performed 
laboratory tests to verify infant with infection but no test 
was observed positive, so no vertical transmission [102]. 
Though some infants showed symptomatic (cyanosis in three, 
gastric bleeding in two, one died of multiple organ failure and 
shortness of breath in six). 

So, the newborn baby expected to get infected either 
perinatally or in utero, so the newborn must be placed in 
self-isolation to avoid infection [93]. Breastmilk was tested 
for SARS-CoV-2 in six of the mothers reported by Chen, et al. 
[44] all specimens were negative [24]. So far there is no data 
available about the transmission of the infection through the 
breastmilk but in SARS there was a positive case as the virus 
was identi ied in breastmilk [93,103].

Diabetes mellitus and COVID-19

The COVID-19 virus directly causes respiratory infection 
and the diabetics patients are at risk of infections from other 
microbes and pathogens [104]. This site can be controlled 
through controlling the glycemic level, the good level of 
glycemic control will be bene ited in controlling infections. 
Those patients who had diabetes must take vaccination of 
annual in luenza and pneumococcal [105]. Besides this, the 
diabetic patients had a severe respiratory infection when 
infected with this COVID-19 virus. During the outbreak or 
pandemic of In luenza A 2009 (H1N1], MERS-CoV and SARS-
CoV diabetes considered to be a signi icant factor for patients’ 
mortality [105,106].

So, far data obtained about the COVID-19 patients having 
diabetes at present is limited. In Wuhan, among 26 fatalities, 
42.3% have diabetes, while in another study, 140 patients 
taken, but no considered threat was induced by COVID-19 
to these diabetics and SARS-CoV-2 patients [107, 108]. An 
alternate study of 150 patients [82 recovered and 68 deaths) 
in Wuhan shows that the co-morbidities to be a signi icant 
predictor of mortality. The overall analysis of 11 different 
laboratory studies did not mention about the diabetics 

and raised glucose level as the predictor of mortality with 
COVID-19 infection [109,110]. Some hypotheses had been 
made by the scientists that those patients having the COVID-19 
infection and treated with the ACE1-increasing doses, possess 
a higher risk for severe infection and even death, so it should 
be properly monitored. The data about this diabetic’s patients 
with COVID-19 is limited to make a proper response and 
theory [7,111,112].

Copper, a symbol of health

In China, the copper is called “qi” which means the symbol 
of health. In Egypt theology, the copper was said to be “ankh” 
the symbol for eternal life. Furthermore, the Phoenicians take 
this word as “Aphrodite — the goddess of love and beauty”. 

The United States Environment Protection Agency has 
con irmed the antimicrobial effect of copper especially against 
the following agents; Enterobacter aerogenes, Escherichia coli 
O157: H7, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, 
and Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). The 
doorknobs and push plates of brass in hospitals were found 
dirty and containing infectious agents but on the other hand 
knob doors and push plates of copper found cleaned [113].

The studies con irmed that when human coronavirus 
229E brought in front of copper alloys, the virus becomes 
inactivated within a few minutes. Copper and zinc also found 
very effective against viruses. Exposure of viruses towards 
the copper completely destroys it. It changed the morphology 
of surface spike and other structural units. Copper should be 
used more in public places and where more people mostly 
gathered. This precautionary act will reduce the chance of 
virus transmission in public.

The research illustrated that when bacteria and some 
viruses are being exposed to the copper surface, they die. 
This is being proved in the lab as well as in the hospitals. It 
was noticed that the infection spread at a very low rate where 
there were cooper alloys components. So, learning from the 
data obtained, the hospital should be equipped with copper. 
This will cut down the treatment expenditures of a patient 
[74]. 

The cross-contamination is seemed to be reduced in a 
hospital when the pediatric patients were brought in contact 
with copper made surface in the ICU (intensive care unit). 
When it was compared with other metals which exhibited the 
less ef icient. But, the relative risk reduction (RRR) was not 
found statistically signi icant [114]. 

In a study, the copper alloys proved very ef icient in terms 
of antimicrobial activity in hospitals in an indoor environment. 
On the other hand, silver alloys exhibit low ef iciency as 
compared to copper in a similar environment [115,116].

Preventions & precautions

The COVID-19 infection caused by the SARS-CoV-2 affects 
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the lower respiratory tract with startling symptoms of lu, 
cough, muscle pain, tiredness, diarrhea, fever and then leads 
to major symptoms of acute respiration syndrome, septic 
shocks, pneumonia and sometimes leads to patient death. 
There is no speci ic vaccines or treatment for the treatment 
of this disease. There are some precautionary measures that 
need to be taken to prevent this infection to spread [117]. In 
the current scenario, the best strategies for the prevention 
of this COVID-19 virus are to take preventive measures and 
limit yourselves, because of the reason, the pandemic always 
increases if its R0 is greater than 1 (but COVID-19 have R0 
value 2.2] [67]. To control this pandemic, it should be lesser 
than 1, so preventive measures are being taken to control this 
pandemic [118].

The preventive strategies basically engrossed on Patients’ 
isolation, self-isolation, social distancing, careful control 
of infection including the appropriate measures taken in 
diagnosis, and during clinical care. The WHO along with 
some organization provided us some recommendations to be 
followed to keep safe from this virus [119].

• Wash your hands frequently, often when you from 
outside or have contact with infected people.

• Maintain social distancing from people, especially 
when you are in an outer environment. 

• Avoid any close contact with people who are suffering 
from a respiratory infection.

• Avoid any vulnerable contact with wild or farm animals.

• People who have respiratory or airway acute infection 
should keep a distance from them and the sneezing 
& coughing should be done on tissue paper, clothes, 
or any paper source and wash your hand as soon as 
possible. 

• To protect yourself in the outer environment, always 
put masks to cover your mouth and hands to avoid 
contact with the virus.

• Young children, Immunocompromised, Old people, and 
pregnant women should avoid any public or private 
gathering to avoid the risk of infection. 

• Strict hygiene measures must be carried out for control 
and prevention of infection in Hospitals, among medical 
staff. 

• Avoid going out with unnecessary means or without 
any reasons.

• Quarantine yourself for almost 14 days to avoid any 
spread of infection.

Conclusion
This outbreak of COVID-19 rapidly swept across china 

and reached to more than 124 countries by 15 April 2020. 
Scientists and doctors working together made huge progress 
in the characterization of this virus and working broadly 
for the treatment and for developing the vaccination of 
this virus. In this study we have summarized different 
prospect of coronavirus as follow: Firstly, the transmission 
and symptomology of COVID-19 infection, explained that 
comparison to SARS and MERS coronavirus infection, 
COVID-19 has less virulence but more infectivity, originated 
from bat reservoir passing onto the unknown intermediate 
host, infect human via binding ACE2 receptor. Secondly, the 
infected population which is old or have medical condition 
i.e. History with fatal disease e.g. cardiovascular disorder, 
respiratory disorder, diabetes mellitus like requires more 
intensive care than normal patients. Thirdly, so far, there is 
no evidence found, that during childbirth or pregnancy it does 
not show any vertical transmission from mother to neonatal. 
Fourthly, the treatment which is done with antiviral drugs 
like Remdesivir, Ritonavir, and Chloroquine requires a more 
solid clinical trial and a solid statement is needed for their use. 
Besides all these, to minimize the risk of COVID-19 precautions 
need to be taken. 
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